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mission
galleryELL is a transient art space that brings together a community of under-represented artists who reach out 
to the local, national and worldwide populace.  our goals are nourished by our artists and inspired by the com-
munities in which they live.

our drive comes from redefining the idea of a contemporary gallery as a transient space.  in forming the ‘tran-
sient gallery model’ or, ‘pop-up gallery,’ we maximize exposure to a variety of different communities, stimulating 
the artistic conversation and heightening the cultural and aesthetic quality of fine art in our contemporary mo-
ment.

though we do not have a traditional gallery space, we exhibit the work of our artists through an array of means 
and venues; either through open spaces, donations, proposals, grants, collaborations, etc.  galleryELL’s artists are 
also represented online at galleryELL.com.

galleryELL is a living, breathing artistic venture and it is our goal to make dynamic and pertinent work available to 
our everyday.  we represent artists with the drive to work beyond their studio because it is our belief that the local 
collective can enhance and help influence the national and worldwide community.

it is our goal to help artists form a network of self-sustainability so they can be more engaged in their community 
and feel more connectivity between their studio and the world they live in.

galleryELL
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september 2009                                                                  p r e s s   r e l e a s e

galleryELL to participate at the governors island art fair

galleryELL will be participating in the 2nd annual governors island art fair on
26 & 27 september 2009
 
where: governors island, new york 
when: 5 - 27 september 2009; saturdays and sundays, 10am - 7pm
galleryELL will attend: 26 & 27 september 2009
closing reception festivities: sunday, 27 september from 12 - 7pm 

governors island, new york:
minutes from the southern tip of manhattan lies an island few outside the military have ever 
visited.  the 4heads collective believed this forgotten island was the perfect setting to create 
and exhibit art.  with rolling hills, sprawling lawns, colonial homes and ancient forts this secret 
island has now become the focal point of the new york art scene.

not only will viewers have the opportunity to stroll through these abandoned army barracks 
experiencing this talented selection of artists, but there will be two new elements added to 
this year’s show. the first new addition to this growing exhibition will be the inclusion of several 
local and international art galleries who will be exhibiting in the rooms adjacent to the ones 
featuring the work of independent artists. also included for the first time this year is the aspect 
of live music dance and performance art.

on view:
joel bacon, aleks bartosik, loren erdrich, matthew fischer, jodi hays, lori hinrichsen, liz 
kauffman, daniel nelson, jennifer palmer, gregory patselas, john ros, annie varnot & 
jessica westbrook.

for more information please contact:
john ros, developer
galleryELL | c/o john ros | 275 park avenue, 5d | brooklyn, new york 11205

galleryELL@gmail.com | 646.596.0409
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bacon makes images that are at once familiar and yet, at the same time, resistant to why they are so familiar. 
they convey an impression of an old, long forgotten place or thing held dear and then found again, a rediscov-
ery of an old friend or story. texture and light are absolutes in a world where time has removed some information 
and added new and strange information. aged by neglect or from constant use some images seem to have a 
codex or ancient language, others appear like building blocks of primitive life forms, molecular complexity and 
yet the possibility for a very simple, elegant gesture.

joel looks to the variety of life and experience in all its’ forms from the smallest fragment to the most universal for 
inspiration and yet is always as impressed with the information that remains hidden, just below the surface, as well 
as that which seems most apparent.

joel bacon

cold front 2008, graphite on paper 16 x 12”
900$
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1. diptych #1 2009, graphite on paper 18 x 20” 1000$
2. fugue 2009, graphite on paper 16 x 12” 900$

3. moonstone 2009, graphite on paper 14 x 10” 800$
4. falls 2008, graphite on paper 14 x 10” 800$

5. ricar 2009, graphite on paper 16 x 12” 900$
 6. wave front 2008, graphite on paper 15 x 11” 900$

7. rattle #2 2009, graphite on paper 14 x 10” 800$
8. puzzle piece 2009, graphite on paper 8 x 4” 600$

9. torus 2009, mixed media 5 x 22” 800$

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.
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... two creatures are happy together, sad together, angry at eachother, and loving eachother. they only exist to 
eachother.

through exploring the boundaries between the real and the imaginary, bartosik investigates one’s ability and will-
ingness to imagine, pretend, dream and suspend disbelief. she is interested in our repressed fears and the sense 
of wonder engendered through curiosity and dream.

it is her challenge to invite the viewer to dream through her deliberate narration and obsession with drawing in 
painting and installation.

aleks bartosik

eat my artichoke-heart out 2009, acrylic on canvas 12 x 12”
1000$
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1. face no.8 2008, charcoal & acrylic on paper 30 x 16” 1500$
2. ramona no.1 2008, charcoal & acrylic on paper 34 x 24” 2400$

3. f**k you and the knight who rode in on you 2009, acrylic & oil on canvas 12 x 12” 1000$
4. venus no.3 2009, acrylic & oil on canvas 12 x 12” 1000$

5. ice maiden, my cold, cold girl how you melt deep into the ground 2007, acrylic on canvas 66 x 66.5” 6000$
6. mortified ice maiden realized she was no longer ice 2007, mixed media 66 x 68” 6000$

7. and the knight in shining armour did not fall for her too 2008, acrylic & pencil on canvas 71 x 71” 7000$
8. and once again, she was left looking for her princess 2008, mixed media on paper 55.5 x 92 3200$

9. the perturbed is heaving 2007, mixed media on paper 60 x 95 3200$

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.
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in a culture where boundaries and borders serve as a means to enforce order, that which disregards such rules 
and divisions quickly becomes taboo. western culture has no patience for ambiguity. that which revels in its 
transformations is often relegated to the realm of the monstrous -- a site where it may be safely contained once 
more.

nonetheless in recent years the monster has gained a following. many identify with it, the unstable composite, 
above imagery of the stable and singular. like theorists such as mary douglas and julia kristeva i do not consider 
the monster to be irrevocably negative. instead i see it as a potential representation of a self that refuses to heed 
existing cultural and physical boundaries.

erdrich’s drawings speak of daily transformation. each is a snapshot of interpersonal and personal mutation and 
incongruity. they revel in the absurdity one feels in the midst of constant change.

this is a celebration. an attempt at acceptance. catching us between a laugh and a moan nothing is denied 
-- and everything is possible. 

loren erdrich

you beast! 2008 mixed media 4 x 6”
and yet i am at home with you 2008 mixed media 4 x 6”

framed together: 800$
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1. so so connected to you 2008, mixed media 4 x 6” 400$
2. united as fuck 2008, mixed media 4 x 6” 400$
3. i miss your guts 2008, mixed media 6 x 4” 400$

4. his kid sister 2009, mixed media 6 x 4” 400$
5. for the love of sharing 2008, mixed media 4 x 6” 400$

 6. shadow shadow 2008, mixed media 4 x 6” 400$
7. but today i am only half myself 2008, mixed media 60 x 60” 1200$

8. if we were maps and everything was alive 2009, mixed media 60 x 60” 1600$
9. if we were maps and everything was alive (detail) 2009, mixed media 60 x 60” 

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.
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education 
2005 – 2007 mfa, burren college of art, ballyvaughan, ireland 
2003 – 2005 bfa, school of the art institute of chicago, chicago, il 
1996 – 2000 ba, magna cum laude, university of pennsylvania, philadelphia, pa  

solo exhibitions 
2009 i am a small love.  be mine., red mill gallery, vermont studio center, vt  
2008  tracks, the seltzer art space, minneapolis, mi  
2005  slightly undone, the project room, burren college of art, ballyvaughan, ireland  
2003  loren erdrich, edc of denver, denver, co

selected group exhibitions 
2009 so we all say...sort of, culturelab collective, texas state university, san marcos, tx 
2009 lowell film collaborative, lowell, ma - screening of “love”  
2009 hinterland film festival, north hampton, ma - screening of “love” 
2008 new works by sarah norsworthy and loren erdrich, red mill gallery, vsc, vt 
2008  trilogies, the white room gallery, galway, ireland - invitational group exhibition  
2007  ddww, the plaines project, chicago, il - invitational group exhibition
2007  u complete me, g126 gallery, galway, ireland – invitational exhibition of four artists  
2007  clare graduates, glór, ennis, ireland - juried group exhibition 
2007  fear not: iontas, sligo art gallery, sligo, ireland - juried small works exhibition 
2007  evenodd, burren college of art, ballyvaughan, ireland - mfa degree exhibition 
2007  interior disturbances, curator, burren college of art, ireland - group exhibition 
2006  no separation, burren college of art, ballyvaughan, ireland - group exhibition 
2006  get lost: tulca fringe festival, founder, curator and artist, galway, ireland  
2006  limerick printmakers, limerick, ireland - group exhibition 
2006  interim show, burren college of art, ballyvaughan, ireland
2005  saic degree exhibition, school of the art institute of chicago, chicago, il
2003  three way, revoluciones gallery, denver, co
2002  everything possible, boulder, co - invitational group exhibition 

residencies   
vermont studio center, johnson, vt – 2008-2009 – presently a staff artist resident 
vermont studio center, johnson, vt - march 2008 

awards    
vermont studio center artist grant, 2008 
michael greene scholarship, burren college of art, 2005 and 2006  
dean’s choice exhibition award: university of pennsylvania, 1999 

professional employment history 
2008-present staff artist and assistant to founder, vermont studio center, johnson, vt  
2008 teacher and production designer, redmoon theater company, chicago, il  
2007–2008 teacher (graphic design), noble street charter high school, chicago, il 
2007 founder/teacher, community performing & visual arts program, ballyvaughan, ireland 
2006–2007 teaching assistant, burren college of art, ireland 

loren erdrich
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fischer’s work is fueled by a love of paint and the act of painting. he uses water-based media first, either tempera 
or acrylic, and then layers encaustics and oil paint onto the paper and panels. he develops the surface with 
thinned layers of paint that accrue over a period of months to build opposing areas of opacity and transpar-
ency. fischer intends his pieces to be specific about their composition, color and decoration, while refraining 
from immediately dispensing a meaning or narrative. he paints formally; looking and responding to the painting 
with decisions based on contrast, color, balance and pattern. the decorative arts and historical architecture are 
the greatest influences on the invention of his imagery, including the often symmetrical framing devices used to 
create a specifically portrait-like pictorial space. the decorative motifs and patterns he uses are gleaned from 
diverse visual histories, from baroque architecture to navajo rugs.

ficher’s interest in decorative structures and patterns stems from his childhood. growing up roman catholic in the 
midwest shaped his ideas about decoration as devotion. being surrounded at home, church and school with 
devotional imagery and spaces that were highly stylized and lush, he learned early on that decorative images 
and objects could be used as mediators between himself and others, between himself and history, and between 
himself and the divine.

matthew fischer

red geometry close-up 2009 oil on shellaqued paper 6.5 x 6.5”
400$
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1. white pyramid close-up 2009, oil on shellaqued paper 10 x 10” 500$
2. blue rainbow on ochre background 2009, oil on shellaqued paper 10 x 10” 500$

3. blue geometry close-up 2009, oil on shellaqued paper 7 x 7” 400$
4. purple shield over a yellow burst 2009, oil and encaustic on panel 6 x 6” 500$

5. red and green geometry close-up 2009, oil and encaustic on panel 6 x 6” 500$
 6. navajo geometry 2009, oil and encaustic on panel 6 x 6” 500$

7. teal geometry close-up 2009, oil and encaustic on panel 5.5 x 5.5” 450$
8. red roman building at sunset 2009, oil and encaustic on panel 5.5 x 5.5” 450$

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.
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education
master of fine arts candidate   2011
columbia university school of the arts, n.y.c.

bachelor of fine arts   magna cum laude   2005
university of wisconsin river falls

selected exhibitions
2009 jellyfish nights, gideon i. gartner gallery, anderson ranch arts center, snowmass village, co
        contemporary sculpture 2009, western colorado center for the arts, grand junction, co
 new oil paintings,  two-person show, saw gallery, carbondale, co 
 faculty group show, colorado mountain college, aspen, co
2008 imaginary thing, aspen art museum, aspen, co. curator: peter eleey, walker art center
 small wonders, aspen chapel gallery, aspen, co 
 resident artist  exhibition, anderson ranch arts center, snowmass village, co 
2007 resident artist exhibitions, anderson ranch arts center, snowmass village, co
 annual exhibition of the assocation of artists of the loire valley, chapelle st. jacques, vendôme, france
 predateur/proie, installation at estaminet art cafe, vendôme, france
2006 inklandia, rueff galleries, purdue university, west lafayette, in
 many, many, the majestic galleries, nelsonville, oh. juror: max rada dada
 the transferred image, 33 collective gallery, chicago, il
 summer resident artist exhibition, anderson ranch arts center, snowmass village, co
 a many colored spectacle, southern graphics council conference exhibition, university of wis
  consin, madison, wi  curator: kathleen o’connell
 off the wall, mid-america print council exhibition, myers gallery, university of north dakota,  
 grand forks, nd  jurors: kim fink and donovan widmer
2005 2nd international juried exhibition, shore institute of contemporary art, long branch, nj
 the oshkosh 100, monk-reising gallery, oshkosh, wi. juror: nan curtis
 untitled iv, soo visual arts center, minneapolis, mn. jurors: clarence morgan, michael hoyt
 a collection of made and altered objects, installation at polished salon, oshkosh, wi
 13 localities, outdoor installation project, uw-rf, river falls, wi
2004 bachelor of fine arts thesis exhibition, gallery 101, river falls, wi
 125.7 lbs of litter from the uwrf campus,  chalmer davee library, river falls, wi

grants/awards
artist in residency fellowship, vermont studio center, johnson, vt, 2006
william randolph hearst foundation grant, anderson ranch arts center, 2005
wisconsin state study abroad grant, 2002
elks national foundation scholarship, 2000
national hispanic honorary society scholarship, 2000

professional/teaching experience
painting studio manager and workshop assistant, anderson ranch arts center, snowmass village, co, 2007
teacher’s assistant, aspen institute’s dalai lama children’s workshop, aspen, co june 2008
volunteer at yampah mountain alternative high school, glenwood springs, co, 2008
studio assistant, isa catto studio, woody creek, co, 2007/2008
art handler, collection of susan beckerman, snowmass village, co, 2007
high school english teacher, lycée ronsard, vendôme, france, 2006/2007
gallery/auction intern, anderson ranch arts center, snowmass village, co, 2006
painting resident, vermont studio center, johnson, vt, 2006
volunteer at johnson elementary school, johnson, vt, 2006
sculpture workshop student, anderson ranch arts center, snowmass village, co, 2005
intern at the phipp’s center for the arts, hudson, wi 2004/2005
volunteer at skyview community school, oakdale, mn, 2003
semester abroad research project, 2002

matthew fischer
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hays’ work extends from a two pronged exploration of isolation and community. in her work she uses images that 
one associates with site -- bouquets, funerals, parties, flags, construction tape.

her work is not bound to a specific medium. she, like many contemporary artists, prefers to allow content to direct 
the material manifestation of each project. her projects are metaphors for both personal and collective memory 
and can be seen as literal and psychological self portraits. formally, jodi’s interest lies in defining object or image 
outside of context.

jodi hays

untitled 2009 gouache & gesso on paper 14 x 17”
1000$
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1. untitled 2009, gouache & gesso on paper 14 x 17” 1000$
2. untitled 2009, gouache & gesso on paper 14 x 17” 1000$
3. untitled 2009, gouache & gesso on paper 14 x 17” 1000$

4. untitled 2009, gouache on board 5 x 7” 600$
5. untitled 2009, gouache on board 5 x 7” 600$
 6. untitled 2009, gouache on board 5 x 7” 600$
7. untitled 2009, gouache on board 5 x 7” 600$
8. untitled 2009, gouache on board 5 x 7” 600$

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.
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education  
 master of fine arts, vermont college of fine art 
 bachelor of fine arts, university of tennessee, magna cum laude 
 foundations, school of visual arts, silas h. rhodes scholarship 

selected solo exhibitions  
2008 jackson state university, jackson, ms 
2008 drawing room, portland, me 
2006 vermont college, montpelier, vt 
2000 sacramento street gallery, cambridge, ma  

selected group exhibitions  
2009 underwood center for the arts, lubbock, tx  
 paper trail, sera davis art advisory, arcade, nashville, tn, curator:  ron lambert 
2008 pool art fair, miami, fl 
 affordable art fair, ny  
 red door gallery, richmond, va, curator:  brad birchett  
 morehead state university, morehead, ky 
 western michigan university, kalamazoo, mi 
2007 brooks museum of art, memphis, tn, curator:  michael rooks 
 cooper union, new york, ny 
 tag art gallery, nashville, tn, curator:  jerry dale mcfadden 
 seton hall university, south orange, nj 
2006 drawing room, portland, me 
 a.n. bush gallery, salem art association, salem, or 
2005 alternate currents gallery, boston, ma  
 michael price contemporary, boston, ma, juror: linda norden 
2004 barrington center for the arts, gordon college, wenham, ma 
2003 revolving museum, lowell, ma, curator: by jerry beck  
2001 cambridge art association, ma, juror: adam weinberg 

selected bibliography  
2009 studio visit magazine, open studios press, boston, ma 
2007 koeppel, frederic. “perspectives’ on a 300 mile circle”. memphis commercial appeal 
2006 jackson, judea. “southern upbringing meets east coast design”.  henderson reddie, 6 october. 
2005 greenwald , john. “jodi hays paints the high life”, lowell sun, lowell, ma (photo)  
2003 thomason, louisa.  middlesex beat, new england (photo)  
2002 tuttle, nancye. “up close and personal, steppin’ out”, lowell sun, lowell, ma (photo)  
2001 rhyne, brett.  “essex and cambridge juried shows”, weekly dig, boston, ma  

residencies 
2009 vermont studio center, johnson, vt 
2007 cooper union school of art, residency, new york, ny 
2006 vermont studio center, johnson, vt 

galleries and curated artist registries 
galleryELL, brooklyn, ny   
tag art gallery, curator-jerry dale mcfadden 
the drawing center, viewing program, new york, ny 
  
jodi is currently the gallery director at tennessee state university, full cv and curatorial resume available on 
request 

jodi hays
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hinrichsen is passionate about discovery. much of her time is spent exploring and connecting with the land and 
sky, from meandering paths along the rugged coastline, to breathing in the intoxicating smells of evergreens and 
fresh rain, to the star filled desert skies that touch the earth. she feels a deep reverence for the ordinary, for the 
sensual ecstasy as each season unfolds. hinrichsen’s work is in response to this intimate awareness and observa-
tion of nature.

lori hinrichsen

out my window 2008, monotype 12 x 10”
800$
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1. a leap of faith 2008, monotype 12 x 10” 800$
2. one more minute 2008, monotype 12 x 10” 800$

3. untitled 2008, monotype 12 x 10” 800$
4. a romp in the field 2008, monotype 12 x 10” 800$

5. free falling 2008, monotype 12 x 10” 800$
 6. joyfulness 2008, monotype 12 x 10” 800$

7. moving on and on and on 2008, monotype 12 x 10” 800$

12 x 10” images are printed on 22 x 15” rives bfk paper

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7.
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awards 
full fellowship, vermont studio center, 2008 
fellowship, virginia center for the creative arts, 2007 
fellowship, kansas arts commission, 2003 
award of excellence, an art affair, st. louis, 2003  
 
solo shows  
reading the landscape, red mill gallery, vermont studio center, april 2009  
choosing uncertainty, red mill gallery, vermont studio center, august 2008 
up close, photographs, martinetta hall, johnson state college, june - august 2008 
getting there, vermillion, moneta, virginia, november and december 2007 
chasing stillness, red mill gallery, vermont studio center, october 2007 
this moment is my home, red mill gallery, vermont studio center, july 2006 
new works: monotypes, photography, mixed media, perry gallery, binghamton, ny, may 2006  
 
group shows  
surfacing, installation, mendocino art center, july 2008 
works on paper, painted caravan gallery, johnson, vermont, 2007 
breaking boundaries: blurring the lines, seba, burlington, vermont, 2006 
amnesties, spool mfg johnson city new york , 2006 
all member show, helen day art center, stowe, vermont, 2005 
four elements, mendocino art center, california, 2005  
toutes les directions, mendocino art center, california, 2005 
on hand, mendocino art center, 2003  
 
art residencies  
vermont studio center, resident artist, october 2008, printmaking  
virginia center for the creative arts, fellow, november and december 2007  
vermont studio center, resident staff, july 2005 - october 2007 
mendocino art center, artist-in-residence, jan 2004 - may 2005 
 
teaching 
mendocino art center - california: 
monoprint + fabric: accordion style books 
monoprint + fabric: small art quilts 
papermaking: sheet formation 
papermaking: sculptural bowl 
monotypes on paper – water based 
college of the redwoods, fort bragg, california, guest printmaker [lolli jacobsen instructor]  
smithsonian art train, lawrence, papermaking 

lori hinrichsen
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kauffman’s work explores the harmony and tension in color and form. intrigued by the linear tension found in 
architecture and nature, she chooses to further analyze the topic through a series of oil paintings, drawings and 
sculpture.

to find form, kauffman starts with objects made from wire and plaster based loosely on organic formations. the 
sensual, fragile figures are the foundation throughout her drawings and paintings. whimsical washes, yet bold 
lines and color form small intimate structures juxtaposed against large panels exploring the ideas of opposition 
and tension.

it is her intent to translate the depth and spatial elements of her sculpture onto a two-dimensional plane: to sug-
gest these figures through unfolding, luminous divisions. though intrigued by the rigid geometric forms in architec-
ture, she wants to explore the diffusion of light in softer curves and angles by translating ambient spaces, rich in 
line and color, to abstraction. this vocabulary remains the source of energy to create vibrant, moving paintings.

liz kauffman

a dove 2009, oil on paper 30 x 18”
1500$
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1. in between 2009, oil on canvas 18 x 12” 1200$
 2. my monster 2009, oil on canvas 16 x 17” 1200$

3. vacant 2009, oil on paper 17 x 15” 1200$
4. blossom 2009, oil on board 16 x 18” 1200$
5. untitled 2009, oil on paper 30 x 18” 1000$
 6. untitled 2009, oil on paper 30 x 18” 1000$

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.
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education 
the college of wooster   b.a. fine art   wooster oh   may 2003 

exhibitions 
keep it fresh  the red mill gallery may 2009 
recent works johnson state college november 2008- present 
taste of stowe arts and crafts fair   july 2008 
spring benefit auction  helen day art center  stowe vt  april 2008 and 2009 
spring little river wellness center stowe vt march 2008 
octopus  winding brook  johnson vt winter 2007- 08 
fractals the red mill gallery johnson vt october 2007 
vermont studio center staff show johnson state college johnson vt march 2007 
unfold-ed  the red mill gallery johnson vt  august 2006 
recent works the perry gallery  binghamton ny  june 2006 
resident artist exhibition  vermont studio center  johnson vt  june 2006 
variations   vermont studio center   johnson vt  may 2006 
church studio exhibition   vermont studio center  johnsonvt february 2006    
johnson winter exhibition  vermont studio center johnson vt  january 2006 
group shows  julie ruth gallery   waterbury vt  december 2005 
structuring tension   ebert art center  college of wooster  may 2003 
photo exhibition   lowry center   college of wooster   january 2002 
city as images   ebert art center   college of wooster  may 2002 

grants appreniceships and awards 
vermont studio center grant  april 2005  
elaine lamb: mudd mother’s pottery   apprenticeship   medina oh  2003-2005 
henry j. copeland grant   october 2002 
new york art’s program   new york   2001 
michele oka doner   apprenticeship  new york  2001 
charles a. traub     chairman s.v.a.  research assistant   new york  2001 

teaching experience 
helen day art center stowe vt  2007 - present 
art house  johnson vt  august 2006 - present 
independent art contractor   wayne center for the arts  wooster oh  2002-2005 
mentorship  tri-county schools wooster oh  2003   

related experience 
vermont studio center   staff artist  johnson vt   september 2005- present 
vermont studio center   resident artist  johnson vt   april 2005 
gallery attendant  college of wooster art museum  wooster oh  2002-2003 
gallery attendant  here is new york   new york 2001 
volunteer coordinator  wayne center for the arts   wooster oh  2002-2003 
art editor   goliard  literary magazine   wooster  oh  2002-2003 
art association president the college of wooster wooster oh  2000-2001 

academic awards:  academic achievement award, class of 1933 scholarship, newell 
corporation scholarship, college of wooster grant, latin scholarship 

liz kauffman
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this series of work (the shape of space series, fall 2008) begins with the construction of a background structure 
that enables it to progress within the “foreground,” that is, what is tangible.

this work should be viewed sequentially.  a limited arena of elements is allowed into play (palette, materials, 
methods); there is a considerable degree of remove in its execution. 

false dichotomies (material v. image, object v. idea, language v. substance, picture v. space) are conflated in 
‘grammatical’ arrangements.  paradox is utilized as a primary strategy to provoke the perceiving mind into a 
renewed state of consciousness.

daniel nelson

landscape and interiors 2008, mixed media 20 x 36”
2400$
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1. hello 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$
2. grammar 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$

3. drawn drawbridge, drawn 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$
4. confinement 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$

5. plop on, put up 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$
 6. vacation 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$

7. endless architecture 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$
8. nostalgia for the ocean 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$

9. manifesto, manifest 2008, mixed media 20 x 36” 2400$

all from the shape of space series, fall 2008

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.
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education:
2007-09            hunter college, city university of new york,
   master of fine arts; enrolled, degree pending
2001-05            university of pennsylvania, philadelphia, 
   bachelor of fine arts; summa cum laude
2000-04            pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa
   certificate, painting/printmaking; summa cum laude

exhibitions:
2009   (upcoming) solo exhibition, pied-a-terre gallery, portland, or, www.pied-terre.com
2008   solo exhibition, “the shape of space to come,” the studio @ 620, 
   st. petersburg, fl, http://www.studio620.org/620/e_dnelson.php
2005  group exhibition, kroiz gallery, university of pennsylvania
  projet mobilivre bookmobile project, philadelphia, pa and montreal, qc
2004  group exhibition, kelly writers house, university of pennsylvania
  annual student exhibition, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa
2003  annual student exhibition, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa

professional experience:
2009  vice president of the mfa student organization of hunter college   
  teaching assistant, undergraduate drawing seminar, professor nari ward, hunter college
2008  teaching assistant, undergraduate seminar, professor drew beattie, hunter college
  art handling and installation, roy lichtenstein foundation, new york, ny
2007-09 art handling and installation, lehmann maupin gallery, ny, ny        
  art handling and installation, jack shainman gallery, ny, ny
2005-07 studio assistant, arturo herrera, ny ny
  studio assistant, carlos vega, ny, ny
  art handling and installation, sikkema, jenkins, & co. gallery, ny, ny
  art handling and installation, hudson valley center for contemporary art, peekskill, ny
  art handling, installation, shipping and receiving, phillips de pury auction house, new york, ny
2005  production assistant, michael joo, bohen foundation, new york, ny
2004  production assistant, carson fox, philadelphia, pa
  internship and assistant to: muralist meg saligman, mural arts program, philadelphia, pa
2004  visiting artist program coordinator, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa
2001  production assistant and steel fabrication, robert roesch, sculptor, philadelphia, pa       

grants, residencies and awards:
2009  william graf travel grant, hunter college, for travel and research in morocco
2005  vermont studio center residency
2004    valedictorian speaker, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa
  lance roy lauffer memorial award, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa
  janet fleisher award, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa
  ruth and ben wolf award for book arts, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa
2003    lewis s. ware travel grant, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa

public projects, murals and performance:
2008  the shape of space to come, solo exhibition/artist in residence, the studio @ 620, st. petersburg, fl
2005  mural commission, collection of elizabeth dow, media, pa
2004  public mural at the wooden shoe anarchist bookstore, collaboration with meg saligman and 
  andria bibiloni, 5th and south streets, philadelphia, pa

daniel nelson





galleryELL
brooklyn, new york

galleryELL
brooklyn, new york

location influences palmer’s artwork as she is inspired by the events of her daily experiences. she paints from 
the rural setting of her studio and incorporates such environments into her artwork filtering the images through 
memories and dreams, helping to capture a sense of a place. these transitional spaces mark contemplation of 
the past, present and future memories. in the process, ideas converge and the creation emerges showing the 
journey. palmer’s pieces become maps of these fictional places full of layered imagery from her surroundings. it 
is an odyssey of discovery of her relationship to everyday life, and the development of a personal language that 
expresses the fragments of these experiences. thus, in creating fictional realities that capture a sense of whimsy 
and wonderment, palmer’s result is the creation of the dreamscape.

jennifer palmer

box of moonlight 2009, ink on paper 8.5 x 11”
700$



galleryELL
brooklyn, new york

1. suspended animations 2009, ink on paper 6 x 9” 600$
2. a place above time 2009, ink on paper 8.5 x 11” 700$

3. a place to be 2009, ink on paper 8.5 x 11” SOLD
4. journey without maps 2009, ink on paper 8.5 x 11” 700$

5. what i found in the silence 2009, ink on paper 6 x 9” 600$
 6. i will follow you into the dark 2009, ink on paper 8.5 x 11” 700$

7. land of beginnings 2009, ink on paper 7.5 x 10” 700$
8. the shade of time 2009, ink on paper 8.5 x 11” 700$

9. the bee and jupiter 2009, ink on paper 14 x 16.5” 800$

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.
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brooklyn, new york

b. bethlehem, pa

education
2003-2006 m.f.a. painting, savannah college of art and design, savannah, ga
1998-2002 b.a. cedar crest college, allentown, pa

residencies
2006 vermont studio center, johnson, vt

grants and awards
2007 individual artist professional development grant – kentucky arts council
2001-2002 trustee scholarship - cedar crest college
1998-2002 art departmental scholarship - cedar crest college

slide registry
the drawing center, new york, ny

publications
2008 studio visit magazine
2006 new american paintings – southern edition volume 64

solo exhibitions
2010 tba – the foundry art centre – st. charles, mo
2009 under the surface – john d. macarthur campus library gallery – florida atlantic university, jupiter, fl
2009 the space between – the burnell roberts triangle gallery–sinclair community college, dayton, oh
2008 visual dialogue iv – lal@ the government center- lexington, ky
2008 dreamscapes – parlor gallery – lancaster, pa
2007 in between a memory and a dream – tompkins gallery - cedar crest college, allentown, pa
2005 alternate reality – alexander hall main gallery, savannah, ga

selected group exhibitions
2009 works on paper, spool mfg., johnson city, ny
2009 invitational salon exhibition of small works - new arts program, kutztown, pa
2009 new works, krantz art gallery, louisville, ky
2008 small works, red gallery, savannah, ga
2008 alumnae art exhibition- tompkins gallery – cedar crest college, allentown, pa
2008 invitational salon exhibition of small works - new arts program, kutztown, pa
2007 invitational salon exhibition of small works - new arts program, kutztown, pa
2007 visual noise - umc art gallery – university of colorado, boulder, co
2007 100 artists – s.o.s. “shelters” show 2007 – the mary lou zeek gallery, salem, or
2006 alumnae art exhibition – tompkins gallery – cedar crest college, allentown, pa
2005 small works – red gallery, savannah, ga and savannah gallery, atlanta, ga
2003 alumnae art exhibition – tompkins gallery - cedar crest college, allentown, pa
2002 emotions revealed - cedar crest college, allentown, pa

jennifer palmer
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patselas paints lines that make space. once upon a time these lines explored the easels, walls and floor of his 
studio. then he lived in italy and saw piero della francesca’s resurrection, was moved to the point of destroy-
ing everything he’d made and starting over. no longer confinable to rational space, his studio expanded as he 
painted the hillside towns of umbria, graduating to the towering buildings of new york city and humble backyards 
of brooklyn. now his lines map the jungles of central america and the high plains of the american west. he draws 
lines that rip through fresh colorado snow, lines that duck and dodge nyc traffic on two wheels, lines that carved 
canyons of the southwest and the lines that he travel through life. patselas draws and paints lines trying to under-
stand where he fits physically and spiritually in the universe.

gregory patselas

windows 2009, mixed media 6.5 x 14”
600$



galleryELL
brooklyn, new york

1. tall grass 2009, mixed media 5 x 5” 300$
2. vista 2009, mixed media 7 x 12” 600$

3. untitled 2009, mixed media 6.5 x 17” 600$
4. rush 2009, mixed media 6.5 x 14.5” 600$

5. untitled 2009, mixed media 6.5 x 14” 600$
 6. untitled 2009, mixed media 6 x 14” 600$

7. kant 2009, mixed media 7 x 12” 600$
8. san blas shoreline 1 2008, mixed media 6.5 x 14” 450$
9. san blas shoreline 3 2008, mixed media 6.5 x 14” 450$

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.
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brooklyn, new york

objective 
to experience and paint and paint and experience. 

experience 
us south, mexico and central america, rockies; september 2008 - present 
travel and paint, stopping when i need to work (for money, or to just slow down and paint) 
• spent three months in the rockies, teaching snowboarding and painting 
• drew lots of jungles, and beaches and ruins 

brooklyn, ny; february 2001 - september 2008 
i live and made paintings first in my apartment and then studio, while i sold some works, 
my primary means was outside of the art world. 
• for four months, i studied figure drawing with bruce gagnier at the new york studio school 
• i attended life drawing classes at the spring studio, whenever i was able to. 
• i spent one month at the vermont studio center, painting. 

american university, corciano, pg italy; september 2000 - january 2001 
mfa candidate 
• studied painting, printmaking and art history 
• completed one semester’s worth of courses in painting, printmaking and art history. 
• i left american opting against taking on additional debt and moved to new york to 
test my ability to simultaneously support myself and make the work i needed to. 

dartmouth college, hanover, nh; graduated june 2000 
ba in chemistry, studio art 
• studied painting, printmaking, sculpture and art history. 
• awarded james b. reynolds scholarship for international graduate study to study art in italy. 
• ta for an introductory painting class. 

chautauqua art institute: chatauqua, ny; june 1999 - august 1999 
art resident 
• completed advanced painting seminar in addition to studying printmaking and drawing. 
• contributed to student show. 

gregory patselas
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this absurd contemporary moment solicits images and obsessions created by the ordinary becoming extraor-
dinary. approached with responsibility, the fleeting can evolve to form meaning and illicit purpose beyond its 
‘limits’. it is the silent pulse of objects reflecting off a viewer that negotiates the essence of time and the scope 
of space.

ros aims to erect monuments, construct icons, unveil relics and immortalize the vestiges of an over-stimulated 
existence.

john ros

untitled 2008, charcoal 30 x 22”
1500$



galleryELL
brooklyn, new york

1. untitled 2008, charcoal 30 x 22” 1500$
2. untitled 2008, charcoal 30 x 22” 1500$
3. untitled 2008, charcoal 30 x 22” 1500$
4. untitled 2007, charcoal 30 x 22” 1500$
5. untitled 2007, charcoal 30 x 22” 1500$
 6. untitled 2006, charcoal 30 x 22” 1500$

7. untitled diptych left 2008, charcoal 17.5 x 15” 900$
8. untitled diptych right 2008, charcoal 17.5 x 15” 900$

untitled diptych left & right 1600$/pair

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.
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born: 1978 | new york, new york

e  d  u  c  a  t  i  o  n
 2000 state university of new york at binghamton | bfa, painting    

s  e  l  e  c  t  e  d     s  o  l  o    e  x  h  i  b  i  t  i  o  n  s
 2010 hess gallery, upcoming | elizabethtown college, elizabethtown, pennsylvania
 2009 galleryELL, remnant | brooklyn, new york
 2008 red mill gallery, unmonumental | vermont studio center, johnson, vermont
 2006 perry gallery, reprographic unnumbered | binghamton, new york
  martinetti space, appropriations | johnson state college, johnson, vermont
  red mill gallery, untitled image | vermont studio center, johnson, vermont
 2005 galerie miniet, recent works on paper | venice, florida
  perry gallery, ‘open studio’ | binghamton, new york
 2004 galerie miniet, works on paper | venice, florida
  art mission, the processes of knowledge | binghamton, new york
 2003 rosefsky gallery, _specious reasoning | binghamton, new york
 2001 spool mfg., sumus solum quot mentes credant | johnson city, new york, catalogue
  bern seiderman gallery, recent paintings | lynbrook, new york
 2000 rosefsky gallery, bfa exhibition | binghamton, new york

s  e  l  e  c  t  e  d     g  r  o  u  p    e  x  h  i  b  i  t  i  o  n  s
 2009 paul robeson gallery, the exquisite corpse | rutgers, newark, new jersey
  wallace anderson gallery, paper explorations | bridgewater state college, bridgewater, ma
  garage gallery, insider/outsider | san diego, california
  loudoun house, lal open | lexington art league, lexington, kentucky
  spool mfg., works on paper  | johnson city, new york
 2008 university art museum, alumni art exhibition | suny binghamton, binghamton, new york
  spool mfg., amnesties iii | johnson city, new york
 2006 spool mfg., amnesties | johnson city, new york 
  red mill gallery, variations | vermont studio center, johnson, vermont  
 2005 spool mfg., résumé :: resume | johnson city, new york
  gallery 213, works on paper | binghamton, new york
 2004 pocket, syndicate | binghamton, new york
  pocket, 0 19907 6 | binghamton, new york 
 2003 pocket, artists during war | binghamton, new york
  george waters gallery, random selections ii | elmira college, elmira, new york
 2002 avenue art gallery, redefining art | endicott, new york
  spool mfg., identikit | johnson city, new york
 2002 gallery 120, *you are here | binghamton, new york
 2001 george waters gallery, exchange | elmira college, elmira, new york
 2000 rosefsky gallery, sculpture show | binghamton, new york

s  e  l  e  c  t  e  d     h  o  n  o  u  r  s  ,    a  w  a  r  d  s    &    g  r  a  n  t  s
 2006-07vermont studio center, stipend & residency, johnson, vermont
 2004 nysca grant, art mission, binghamton, new york
 2000 foundation award, suny binghamton, binghamton, new york

s  e  l  e  c  t  e  d     b  i  b  l  i  o g  r  a  p  h  y
 2006 deer cloud, susan. confluence. new york: foot hills publishing, 2006.
 2003 blackburn, marcia.  “urban core draws young artists.” press & sun bulletin 10 december.
 2003 hayes, hannah maria.  “artists react to war.” press & sun bulletin 2 may, lifestyle, p1.

john ros
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westbook works with photography, video, motion, semiotics, language, typography, and information design. 
her projects explore desire, cues, cultural artifacts, and contradictory sensations that vacillate between fortune 
and catastrophe. increasingly semantic in nature and modular in form, she considers her work a section of visual 
language culled from a complex matrix of assets, reconfigured and repurposed per space and time.

jessica westbrook

dumpster 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable
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1. air 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable
2. basf 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable

3. billboard 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable
4. blucross 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable

5. gas plant 1 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable
 6. gas plant 2 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable

7. heap 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable
8. highway INT 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable

9. owl 2009, digital colour photograph, dims variable

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.




